Transform your library into a language learning center!

Give your library patrons the power to learn and speak a new language with **Powerspeak Languages**. This web-based language learning program is ideal for students, business people, leisure travelers, ESL patrons, and anyone who simply wants to experience the cognitive benefits of learning a new language. Available online anytime, it is a fun, proven, and powerful way to gain quick proficiency in:

- Spanish
- French
- German
- Mandarin Chinese
- ESL for Spanish Speakers
- ESL for Mandarin Speakers
- Russian
- Italian
- Japanese
- Korean

More fluency through language immersion

**Powerspeak Languages** doesn’t just give users words to memorize—it immerses them in the language and the culture. Whether learning a new language for business or pleasure, being a global citizen means knowing how to communicate beyond ordering a drink or asking for the location of the train station. The **Powerspeak Languages** online learning program provides a rich language learning experience that uses audio, video, and interactive lessons to take users beyond rote memorization to a deep understanding of how to communicate with confidence in a new language.

"With over 1,000 lessons, Powerspeak Languages allows for both quick learning and in-depth study over a longer period of time. It provides more value, content, and a better curriculum."

—Chair, Dept. of Foreign Languages, at a popular east coast university
A variety of activities for a variety of learners.

With Powerspeak Languages, users learn the language quickly and proficiently through engaging lessons and activities that employ dozens of techniques.

Video, audio, and interactive activities include:

- Matching to Pictures
- Listen, Record, and Compare
- Audio Matching
- Spoken Practice
- Pictures
- Walk-Through
- Listening
- Flashcards
- Word Order
- Check Your Understanding
- Matching

Flashcard: See the English word on the front, flip the card over to see its foreign counterpart

Audio Matching: Listen and pair the word with its translation

Walk-Through: Foreign words are woven into English sentences to introduce vocabulary and provide context

Bilingual Virtual Learning Coaches explain more complicated concepts and culture lessons to gain unique insight into a language

Your patrons will love the program’s easy-to-use interface and interactive exercises! Each of our online courses uses research-driven techniques to take full advantage of the brain’s natural ability to acquire language. Each language features video instructions, tips, summaries, and guidance from a knowledgeable native speaker, called the Virtual Coach. This coach also offers encouragement and shares interesting facts about the language and the speakers.

Learn more and register for a free trial!  

www.gale.cengage.com/powerspeak